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This is ComResult: 
A pan-European ICT company, that provides highly professional technology 
consultancy. ComResult is specialised in the new cutting edge telecom and IoT 
solutions, services & technology.     
 
ComResult was founded in 2001 by a committed team with broad experience in the mobile 
data and mobile internet arena. The focus of ComResult is providing result to the customers 
and maintaining the high quality and commitment to the customers. 
 
ComResult stands for: 

 State-of-the-art cutting edge technology;  

 High quality combined with a pragmatic approach; 

 Smart and knowledgeable handling of complex problems; 

 Committed and experienced consultants; 

 Business oriented and focussed to generate revenue for our Customers; 

 Best Added Value in the market place. 
 
What benefits can ComResult offer to its customers? 

 Provide expert knowledge and relevant experience, also as sparring partner for the 
customer’s product management staff; 

 Provide guidance on establishing a technology strategy that helps to focus on important 
areas; 

 Provide experienced Project Management professionals to ensure timely delivery of 
projects. 

 Provide competitive edge (like innovative services and time to market) by delivering 
Prove of Concepts regarding new technology areas to convince Customer’s and 
Investors.  

 Provide multi-skilled professionals who convert ideas from concepts into solid working 
solutions, bridging the commercial and technical and administrative areas. 

 Increase efficiency of service development projects based on knowledge and 
experience. 

 Reduce costs by providing re-vitalisation programs based upon ComResult’s 
technological and commercial experience. 

 
In addition to the professional services provided, ComResult develops its IT solutions & 
product portfolio that compliments its services and consultancy portfolio.  
 
The ComResult portfolio is designed to add value to the players in the IT Industry, 
independent of their focus, either directed to achieve their competitive edge position in a 
strategic important project or directed to reduce costs in a number of product-market 
combinations. 
 
 
For further information please contact: 
 
Jeroen van Bussel +31 611 220 159  ComResult / owner & co-founder 
 

E-mail: info@ComResult.com    Web: www.ComResult.com 
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